Setting the Touch Screen Drivers

If after changing over the jukebox computer you experience problems with the operation of the touch screen it is likely that the wrong touch screen drivers are installed.

Please refer to the following instructions to correct the situation:

1. Locate the 1026 interface board and then find the small Credit and Reject buttons on the circuit board.

2. Ensure first that the computer is fully connected then switch on the jukebox.

3. Wait until the screen shows “Initializing Please Wait” then press the Credit button.

4. Help Loading will appear at the top of the screen followed by another screen showing the following three options:

   - **Microtouch**  (select for normal touch screens)
   - **Screenseel**  (select for through the glass touch screens)
   - **Exit**

5. Use the credit button to move the red arrow to the desired touch screen option then press the reject button to select it.

6. The computer will now reset automatically and reboot.

7. Test the touch screen

---

**Music on Line**

On the 1025/1026 board fitted to a Music on Line the reject button is not usable as there will not be an RVC connected. To perform the procedure as detailed above it will be necessary to connect a single core length of cable to pin 4 on the TB4 and then touch the cable on to 0v on TB2. This action simulates the operation of the reject button and allows the changes to be made.